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Maida ( ) means a dining cloth,
which has food placed on it. The name of
this Surah (chapter) has been extracted
from the word "Maida" which comes in its
15th Ruku (sub-chapter):

"Verify thine Lord hath the power to
send meal from the heaven."
This refers to the followers of Hazrat

Iesa , who requested him to find the
abundance of food, which could please
them. But Hazrat Iesa  rejected their
intention and said that real pleasure lies in
piety. On their un-avoiding insist, Allah
descended food from heaven for the
realization of prophet's prayers.

From Hudabia treaty to Hajj-at-ul-Wida,
when Islamic victories were at the peak,
this was the period of the revelation of this
surah. 

Some Important Subjects
Moral Training

This Surah starts with moral training of
the masses, which comprises various
moral lessons, which are as under:
a. Be committed to fulfill your promise,
however small it may be, whether the
addressee of this promise is your friend,
your enemy or your Lord Almighty Allah.
b. Directions for a Judge

Never be injustice when you are at the
seat of a judge, whether the second party
of the prosecution is either your personal
enemy or enemy of the religion. Secondly
the story of the sons of Adama is quoted
here as a lesson for the people so that they
must refrain from it.
c. Common Elements in the Heavenly

Books
One of the important themes of the

Holy Quran highlights the fact that the basic
teachings of Taurat and Bible are same as
that of the Holy Quran, which are the light
of the divine message. Each book carried
the complete code of life of its particular
age, which gave the mankind a complete
system of morality and public dealings. The
Holy Quran, being the guidelines and
instruction for all the universe, carries not
only the complete code of life, but also

preserves the teachings of the past holy
books.
d. Duties of a Believer

In this Surah the followers of the Holy
Quran have been warned as:

"O' believers! Be hold, the divine
message was sent to the Jews and
the Christians, but they violated it
and did not accept it."
Ye, who are the followers of the Holy

Prophet , "We are sending to you the
same teaching which is perfect in all
respect. We are giving you choice to
accept it and get benefit from it. You, never
follow the path of your forefathers, who
deviated from the right path. Allah's
message demands that you must follow it
completely. If you sway it means you are
disobedient to Allah's will, which is hard
onto your own soul."

The Surah also warns the believers that
the Jews and Christians have swayed from
the right path, so beware, never follow
them as they will try utmost to trap you in
their cunning traps.
e. Components of Shariah (Religion)

In this chapter the components of
religion have been presented, such as:
 the manners of Hajj
 the respect of Allah's will
 the forbidding of beer and gambling
 the instructions about ablution (wudu)

and dried ablution
 the distinction between lawful and

unlawful livelihood
 the punishment have been mentioned

for  those who go on robbing  on
peaceful ways.

f. Completion of the Religion
The distinction of this Surah is the

verse with which the revelation of the Holy
Quran gets completed. It was revealed on
to the last Prophet Hazrat Muhammad  
on 9th Zil Haj, 10 AH, at the vast place of
Irfat.


This Surah comprises 16 Rukus (parts)

and 120 Ayats (verses). It is a Madni
Surah.
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Mughirah ibn Sh'ubah  said: The Prophet  

said: "O Allah ,  there is none who can
withhold, what you have bestowed and there is
none who can bestow, what you have withheld."

Keywords in Hadith
O Allah, O God
None who can prevent
You bestowed, You gave
None who can bestow 
You prevented

Explanation
This hadith tells us that Allah  is the real

source of all bestowals and bounties that we
enjoy or benefit from. If He favours somebody,
there is none to stop Him, and if He deprives
somebody of something there is none to provide
him. He is the absolute Nourisher and Provider.

This tradition also teaches us that we should
always seek help from Allah  alone and because
He is, in fact, the real Provider. Then why should
we debase and humiliate ourselves and hurt our
self-respect by bowing down to others simply for
the sake of worldly gains.

The same idea is expressed in the Quran:

2 
"There is none who can take away the favour.
He bestowed on man, and there is none apart
from Him to restore what he has withheld."




Ayesha reported that the Prophet  used to

pray: "O my Lord! make me one of those who
when they do good, feel happy and when they
commit some wrong, they seek forgiveness."

Keywords in Hadith
They did good
They did wrong
They felt happy
They begged forgiveness

Explanation
Allah  has given us sense of right and

wrong. It is ingrained in human nature. If a
person has clear conscience and is not completely
perverted, he is pleased and delighted when he
does something good and is displeased and
annoyed when he commits something wrong.

In another tradition Abu Umammah  reported
that once a man asked the Messenger of Allah  
what faith is. He answered:

"If you are pleased and delighted at the good
deed you have done and are annoyed and
offended  a t  something wrong you  have
committed then (be sure) you are a believer."

135 
"And those who if they commit shameful act or
do some wrong against themselves, remember
God and seek forgiveness."
This type of reaction and response of a man's

temperament at doing good or bad deeds is,
according to Rasulullah , indicative of belief
and faith.
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Islam is apparent, where as belief and piety lie in
the heart. The Holy Prophet  said this thrice,
pointing his hand to his heart.

Reference to the Hadith
This Hadith passes on from Sheikh Abu

Muhammad bin Abdullah bin Al-Hussain bin
Ahmad bin Jafar Al-Wastee, who refers to Abu
Al-Hassan Ali bin Muhammad bin Ali . He tells
that he was informed of this hadith by Abu
Al-Hassan Muhammad bin Ali-Rwasi in Jamia
(wast) which was passed on by Abu Al-Qasim
Abdullah bin Tameem from Ahmed bin Ibrahim,
who was narrated by Ali bin Harab bin Zaid bin
Al-Habad. He says, that Ali bin Saada Al-Bahili
informed this to him. finally, he says that Qatadah
 passed it to him, as it was passed on by Anas
bin Malik .

Allah has attributed on estimation to each
and everything, according to a fixed limit. As each
limit has a cause with respect to time or age. And
for that specific age Allah has descended a book
with summons and orders. Every order means
something special, which is based on truth, and
truth is ultimate reality. A specific realty has it
carrier, with its specific signs, which distinguishes
the truth from the false.

A man who puts his heart to find recognition
of Allah, bears it soft impressions on his face,
which also appears in his daily life, actions and
speech Allah reveals in the Holy Quran:

273 
Ye will find them through their signs.

The Bearer of a Secret Finds Allah
Reward

The Holy Prophet  said that when a person
is honest about a secret to care for it, Allah

Almighty will cover him under a sheet of cloth.
He will find the reward with respect to the secret
whether it is good or bad, accordingly. 

The Secret of a True God Fearing
Person's Beautiful Face

Yahya bin Maaz has clarified, why faces of
the  Aar i feen  ( the  recogn ize rs )  a re  fa i r
over-heading. He, himself, informed that it is due
to their close communion with Allah's will. The
tend to Allah and bow down before Him and due
to His awful presence, express their submission
with tears. As a result Allah bestows upon them
His Divine Light.  So they are known as
recognizers having their beautiful faces.

The Center Allah's Friends
Allah addresses those whose actions are

solely for Him. These people, who are occupied
with Allah's love and always seek His help even in
their trivial matters. These people are under
Allah's special attention, who never do anything
save in accordance with Allah's will. They are
distend to succeed in the life here and hereafter,
as obedience to Allah is their chief attribute. Such
people serve the fellow beings without any
personal concerns. The God-fearing people tend
to gratify Allah even in solitude, which causes the
sublimity of their souls. Their minds are not
exposed. They struggle hard to save the humanity
from any adversity.

The Remembrance of Allah Full of
Blessings

The remembrance of Allah Almighty keeps
them safe from unwanted thoughts. Their mind
and heart are broadened, even they live the life of
a kind at heart. Their hearts shine like a candle,
where as limbs are loose like loose clothes. Their
tongues are busy reciting the Quran. They are at
parching heart and their colour is pale due to
Allah's fear. Their soul, always remains submissive
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before Allah, and their hearts are enlightened and
eager to find Allah's closeness. Their tongue is
busy praising Almighty Allah, as His oneness.
Their hearts' core and mind fixed the divine
delight and ecstatic love, which brings them in
accordance with Allah's will.

Loveable Qualities of Allah's Selected
Persons

The chief/good attribute of these people is
that their head and heart, eyes and ears are in a
fast link to Allah's will. These people are purified
after their true repentance. Hence they bear a
high conscience and their hearts are clear from
any impurity. They are high shouldered persons,
who have will and vigour to serve the suffering
humanity. They seek Allah's Guidance and
Benevolence  to  surpas s  in  the  f i e ld  of
righteousness. They seek the blessings of Allah's
beneficence and kindness to give up the worldly
pleasures and are eager to meet their Lord, the
creator of the world. To make themselves sacred
near to Allah they negate their self. They are ever
wistful that they are unable to perform their
duties unto Allah, to compensate it they always
seek His forgiveness. They are happy and
contented on what Al lah Almighty have
bestowed upon them and are proud of being
Muslims - followers of Allah's will. Struggling on
Allah's way they put their life into hardships to
find Allah's will. they ever remember Allah
silently and at heart. Their hearts God-fearing and
their tongues always whisper Allah's praise. They
find immediate guidance and direction form the
Holy book and Allah's message. The visitors piled
round him, with true sacrifices. They praise and
highlight, Allah's complex creation of His world.
As an evidence of their love to Allah their eyes
are welled with tears, and their passions, to meet
Almighty Allah, are at high level. 

Allah's Cherished One, True Followers
of Sunnah and Shariya

The followers of the Holy Prophet , negate
the worldly life. He never becomes the slave to

his own desires. He has sound basis to stand on.
He has no interest in this world. He never follows
his self. He lives here a life as a stranger as his
only desire is to find his Lord's will.

The Seer's Matter towards Allah
The seer's matters are quite above the people

busy in this worldly  world,  where as the
recognizers are all remembering to Allah. In his
ecstatic at the conversation and the heart always
tends towards Allah. His mind and intellect is
God-gifted. He lives a spiritual life, enlightened
actions, high talks. Their hearts become the
center of Allah's secret matters. Allah give them
the divine light and bestow them with higher life
as of a king. These people regards high Allah's
name. they get insight form Allah's presence
around and flies higher to touch the limits /
horizons untouched by any common man. Allah
divine powers make him fly higher to the new
horizons of knowledge and understanding. The
commoners who are ignorant to this divine light
can never stand firm before any the seers. The
chief attribute of these people is that they accept
the challenges and hardships with open and
pleasant mind like one loves to eat sweet fruit.
The strange matter will be with these people will
occur on the day of judgment, as the other will be
in a bewailed situation, where as the recognizers
will be eager to find soon their will which will
culminate, as they would reach and meet Allah
Almighty - the Lord of the Day of Judgment.

Signs of a Seer
Allah's beloved people bear four signs:

1. Their love only focuses to Allah, as they leave the
worldly life.

2. They always follow Allah's message, i.e. the Holy
Quran and are afraid of Allah's accord and changes.

3. They never get tired, worshipping Allah Almighty,
where as the cowardly never stand firm.

4. The seers are pleased at heart whereas the
simpletons just proclaim trivial all of their shallow
lover. 
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ASK THE CONSTANTS 
OF NATURE

Constants of nature are the most amazing
things that science has ever discovered. It has
found that the entire Universe is functioning
as a very sensitively balanced, mathematical
orderly system based upon just a  few
fundamental numbers. If there were even an
iota of change in these numbers, the Universe
as today, could never have come into being,
or survived as long as it has.

For example, there are 92 stable elements,
each having its own specifically fixed atomic
structure, atomic weight and atomic number.
Strangely, light or heavy, the number of
atoms in every gram atomic weight is always
6.2 x 1024, called Avogadro number after the
name of the scientist who first discovered
this fact. As such one gram of hydrogen,
sixteen grams of oxygen and 238 grams of
uranium, each will always have 6.2 x 1024 
atoms.

Who fixed it?
According to Prof Abdus Salam1 the

entire Universe is controlled by four forces,
the strongest of which is the nuclear force.
T h e  n e x t  i n  o r d e r  o f  s t r e n g t h  i s
electromagnetic, many times weaker than the
nuclear force. The next is the weak force, a
million times weaker, and still next the
gravitational force, which is a billion, billion,
billion times weaker still. All particles can be
considered manifestation of these forces.

As for their sensitivity,  he says, if
constants of the gravitational attraction and
that of the electromagnetic force had been
even slightly different from their given value,
even by one in a million, no star could have
existed. If the charge on electrons had been
even slightly different, atoms would not have

formed.
According to Stephen Hawking, "If the

density of the Universe, one second after the
big bang had been greater by one part in a
thousand billion, the Universe would have
re-collapsed after ten years. On the other
hand, if the density of the Universe at that
time had been less by the same amount/the
Universe would have been essentially empty2.

Does it not require Master Mathematician
who before the Big Bang, had precisely
calculated, designed and then fixed values for
the constants of nature before the Universe
come into existence? And who is holding
them unaltered since then?

Is it not strange that atheists say that they
agree with scientific laws but not the
Lawmaker; acknowledge the absolute control
in the Universe but not the Controller;
witness the marvellous design but do not
believe in the Designer!

It is all accidental? No God? 
Will you believe?

THE CHALLENGE OF
DESIGN

Nature on the whole is so designed that
the best intellect of the human race put
together has not been able to understand it.
Wherever science probes, it finds everything
working according to a mathematical design
which could not be better. Every move is
seen as an objective reality. May it be the
nucleus of a cell or the unfathomable depths
of space; everything is seen following a
superbly worked out pre-programmed course.
The moon completes its cycle in 29 and 1/4
days, the sun goes through the solar spot
activity in about eleven years; the earth
returns to its original position after one year;
radioactive materials radiate with a definite
half life. So is human life, following its own
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design. Indeed all of nature, its macro and
m i c r o  s y s t e m  i n c l u s i v e ,  i s  h i g h l y
mathematical and chronological.

Could that be possible without of a Super
Mathematician?

According to Abdus Salam, "If we have
done anything we hope to have shown that
allied with the wonder of God's creation, all
explanation we have ever formed is based in
symmetry concepts. Whenever faced with
two rival theories for the same set of
phenomena, one has always found that a
theory more aesthetically satisfying is also the
correct one. The Holy Qur'an in Sura
al-Malik, verses 3-4 has proclaimed the faith
of the true scientist,

"Thou sees not in the creation of the all merciful
any imperfection. Return thy gaze; sees thy any
fissure? Then return thy gaze again, and again, and
thy gaze, comes back, to thee dazzled, a weary."3

Still doubt God?

THE EVIDENCE OF WATER
Everything when freezes shrinks in size

and attains higher density. But there is one
strange exception. It is the water that you
drink. As it cools, it first contracts and gets
heavier until it reaches 4°C. Upon further
cooling it starts expanding, becomes lighter
and solidifies. That is why ice is lighter than
the water, and floats like a blanket over it.
Thereby, being a bad conductor of heat it
does not let the lower layers of water to cool
any further. This protects the lakes and
oceans from freezing all the way to the
bottom.

Imagine the consequences, if water was
not exempted from the general rule of
continuous shrinking with cooling. Oceans
and lakes would have turned into solid blocks
of ice. No marine life could have been
possible, and ships could not have floated.
Moreover, no rains, no fresh water on the

ground would have been possible and
consequently, no life would have existed on
earth. Who caused this wonderful exception
in the natural rules of freezing?

Is it that water, in sympathy to marine life
and the rest of the world, had decided by
itself to behave the way that it does? Or there
is a super intelligent to decide it?

Still no God?

THE WONDERFUL CYCLE
OF WATER

Every day the heat of the sun raises
millions and millions of tons of sweet water
from the salty oceans in the form of vapour.
Winds carry it to different lands and pour it
down in various forms of precipitation. Thus
rain and snow bring sweet water to give life
to the dry and barren lands. It helps to keep
the atmosphere sufficiently humid, so that we
may breathe comfortably.

Moreover, trillions of tons of water are
stocked in the form of snow on mountain
tops for our use during summer. Sub-soil
aquifers are continuously being refilled for
man to dig and find water, or through the
gushing natural springs. Rivers and streams
bring water from the mountains to the
alluvial plains and provide fertility to land.
Excess water falls back into the ocean. It is a
perfect cycle. Everyone's need is being met
without wasting a drop. All of this is powered
by the "Sun Engine" about two billion
kilometres away from us. Without this system
life would not have been possible.

Could this be the work of the oceans and
the mountains with the approval of Sun?

Still doubt God … ?
References:
1. Abdus Salam "Symmetry Concept in Modern

Science", PAEC, Lahore 1966
2. Stephen Hawking "Biack Holes and Baby

Universe" p. 150
3. Abdus Salam "Symmetry Concept in Modern

Science", PAEC, Lahore 1966
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Every Muslim knows that Islam is a
comprehensive religion. It has transparent
commands and instructions for every walk of
life. It is so perfect a religion that it hardly
needs any amendment. Life is not a super
flows thing, it is full of ups and downs and
sometimes when the existence of religion is
in danger and we have to face the enemy or 
to save the innocent from the clinches of an
oppressor, then we have to collect under the
Hag to raise the voice against the Pharoahs
and the Hitlers of the time being. As Islam
has a solution for every problem, so it has the
philosophy of 'Jihad' to Create enthusiasm,
spirit, endurance, bravery and constancy.
Almighty says in Quran; "And make struggle
(do Jihad)  in the way of Allah".
(Al-Haj-78)

As soon as we hear the word of Jihad, we
feel a great enthusiasm and a strange spirit
moving in our hearts and blood. The concept
of Jihad is in fact, a feeling of unending
spirits and incomparable endeavours. The
word of Jihad presents the pictures of arrows
and swords, the battle field, weapons of war,
wounded bodies and bleeding organs, before
our eyes. The word Jihad means to make
struggle, to work hard, to make trials and to
make efforts to achieve some special
purpose. Allama Raghib (May Allah be
pleased with him) explain the word Jihad in
these words, "To use every possible effort to
face the enemy is called Jihad". In Shariah's
term. Jihad is to be prepared to sacrifice one's
life for the sake of preaching the message of
Touheed; for defending one's homeland; for
the circulation of virtue and goodness, for the
eminence of Islam, and to kindle the light of
religion. The spirit of Jihad makes one
undefeatable as he jumps into the battlefield

without caring that how wild the hostile
winds are blowing. Jihad is not only fought in
the open air of battle Held, a more difficult
form of Jihad is to struggle against one's own
sensual desires while steping side by side with
the natural demands of life. Inshort. Every
spiritual and physical effort to make almighty
pleased and every financial effort for
exaltation of Islam with full sincerity is called
Jihad. The fortunate 'Mujahid' who complete
the sacred mission is named by "Ghazi" or
''Mujhid-Fi-Sabeel-Allah". Holy Prophet (May
peace be upon him) took part in many battles
to raise the spirit of Jihad among Muslims.
More than once he announced his strong
desire to be martyrised again and again in the
name of Allah and Islam;

"I swear in the name of 'the self' who has
my life in his hands, I wish to be murdered in
the way of Allah and then revived, then again
to be murdered, then again revived then again
to be murdered".

So, it is the spirit of the unmatchable and
the one and the only leader of Islam. When
we open the books of history to analyse the
spirits of his disciples, a page written in
golden words, tells about the whispering of
two friends, two soldiers of Islam, two lovers
of Muhammad (peace be upon him), carefree
of the harm enemy can cause, have decided
to jump into the battlefield, where there
merely any distance between life and death;
have spread their hands praying with full
confidence that Almighty will fulfill their
desire, one says. "O Allah! I wish that I shall
face such man in the contest with enemy,
who is expert in sword play and who is full of
spirits, who is as fast as the flashing of the
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lightning, I will have to combat him in a
worth-seeing manner, full of adventure
presenting the scene of trouble or distress. O!
Lord of all Lords, make me steady at that
time and give me the power of flight of
'Jibrael' to make me a spark and to fell on
enemy to burn them to ashes; the attacks
would be harder and the escapes would be
quicker until I could defeat him. My light will
be only for you and you must accept my
endeavours". One friend is praying for all this
and the other is saying, "Amin". He is Saad-
Bin-Abi-Waqas, when he completes his
prayer, his friend starts his prayers and
requests him to say Amin, as Prophet(peace
b e  u p o n  h i m )  h a s  c a l l e d  h i m
"Mustajab-Ud-Davat (where prayers are
acceptable). The other raise his hands saying
these words, "O Allah, I wish to face such a
brave man in the battlefield who is a man of
courage, of bravery and our combat should
be like the collision of two mountains making
the swords and arrows, blazing and flashing;
my fight will be for you only, make my
enemy victorious over me and help me to
find the opportunity of drinking the nectar of
martyrdom. I wish to enjoy fully the nectar of
martyrdom as it will be possible only when he
will cut my ear and nose and will molestate
my dead body. When 1 will meet you, you
will ask, O Abdullah! Why your ears and nose
have been cut, I will answer, for you, my
Lord, and for your beloved prophet and you
will say, O Abdullah you rightly said:




According to Hazrat Saad Bin Abi Waqas,
"The prayers of both of us were fulfilled and
Hazrat  Abdulah Hajsh was martyred
according to his wishes.




The spirit of 'Jihad' makes one so crazy

that he does not care for the loss of life or
finance he can face; he is ever ready to
sacrifice his youth, friendships relations,
family, home and all other worldly desires. To
announce 'Jihad' against oppressor is to
announce a complete boycott of worldly
pursues and a declamation of beginning of a
new spiritual life having only one passion to
make his name registered in the register of
names of lovers of Allah and Prophet (peace
be upon him). The lovers of Islam and
Almighty Allah feel comfort in spending
nights  keeping thei r  eyes  wide  open
safeguarding the border lines. They feel their
souls restless in this mortal world, they wish
to taste the relish of immortal life.

"Those who died in way of Allah, don't
ask them dead; they are alive but you cannot
realize" (Surah-Al-Bakrah-55)




Quran pays tribute to the martyrs in some
other words at another place.

"Don't consider them lead who were,
murdered in way Allah, In fact they are alive
they get provision's from their God." Quran's
testimony of the greatness of martyrs is also a
stamp on the greatness of act of Jihad.
Hadiths of Holy Prophet (May peace be
upon him) announced that the tire of hell
with not touch those steps which were
covered with dust in the name of Allah in
Jihad. That drop of blood which bleeds for
Jihad and that Scar of body, which was
caused by Jihad in the way of Allah are
equally appreciated by Almighty Allah. This
life is mortal and only that moment or that
day is previous and immortal which is spent
in Jihad, Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace be
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upon him) said, "One day spent in the way of
Allah is better than thousand days spent in
any other place". Islam history provides us
complete knowledge with the help of
different events to explain the need of Jihad.
For example once a Muslim lady happened*
to pass by the shop of a Jew. There a
mischevious jew ties the corner of her
duputta with something, when she walks, her
dupatta slips from her head, other jews starts
laughmg, a brave Muslim present there when
feels irritated on insuli of a respected Muslim
lady, he atonce cuts off his head, other jews
attack him and he is martyred. When Holy
Prophet learns about the situation, he orders
his companions to make alert the army and
fights bravely. In other such situation, when
some poor Muslims in a boat in the waters of
Arabian sea are made hostages by the soldiers
of Raja Dahir and a sister calls her brothers
for help, Muhammad Bin Qasim quits Arab,
taking his army along with himself and
celebrated his victory after defeating the army
of Raja Dahir. All this is the spirit of Jihad.
Another example of the spirit of Jihad is
written in golden words in the pages of
history, when theory of Pakistan remained no
more a dream of "fanatic". But Pakistan has
passed  sevente en  ye a rs  and  was  an
undeniable reality for the enemy. Although,
they have never accepted the existence of
Pakistan with an open heart, they were
finding an opportunity to demolish it. So 
when at night, the darkness was a veil for
enemy's evil designs, which they wanted to
complete before the appearance of day light.
Indian armed forces entered Pakistan
territory like thieves and attacked. Perhaps
they were unaware of the hidden spirit of
Jihad. The soldiers of Pakistan and followers
of Islam sacrificed their everything for Islam
and became an undefeatable power. For the
safety of this country, mothers sacrificed their

sons, sisters had to lost their brothers, wives
sacrificed their beloved husbands and little
kids lost their dared fathers; then whole word
witnessed of withdraw of coward enemy but
we, though little in number saved every inch
of the sacred land. Jihad in all ages had been
full of the spirit of Jihad. The pages of history
are  fu l l  of  the  t rue  stones of  brave
Mujahideens. Whenever and where the spirit
of Jihad works, Mujahideens don't need to
have a lot of arms or material things, their
spirit and grace of Allah is much enough for
them. But today, Muslims are victim of
general massacre, every where: Somewhere
their throats have been cut off. Somewhere
their kids have been thrown into fire.
Somewhere young brothers of sisters are
being shorted by bullets, Somewhere sisters
are being deprived of their chastity in front
of their brothers. Somewhere the villages of
Muslim are being put on fire. In short, life
has been made hard for Muslims, Why it is
so? All this is just because of our bad deeds
and because of our insensitivity towards
collective benefits of Muslim world. We are
lost in materialistic world. We have forgotten
the lessons of our forefathers so it is not
possible for us to exist as we don't have sense
of our own political and economic system.
We are just standing at the threshold of hell,
waiting for someone's push to jump into it, as
our excellent Islam system has been changed
into so ca l led democracy ,  our J ihadi
economic is shaped into interest based
economy and shamelessness and nakedness is
named as modernism. We must apologise for
all our misdeeds and sing before more
disaster could follow us, let us come and feel
sorry for our sins and should act upon the
advice of Allah and his Prophet.
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What is Communication?
Communicat ion is defined as "the

process of sending and receiving information.
It is an exchange of facts, ideas, opinions, or
emotions between two or more persons, both
in formal and informal ways."
W h a t  i s  m e a n t  b y  e f f e c t i v e
communication?

Communication is always result-oriented.
The ultimate objective of communication is
the satisfaction of communicator and
communicate. Thus, the communication that
produces desired results to both, the sender
and  the  rece iver ,  i s  ca l led e ffec t ive
communication.
Wh at  i s  meant  by  t he  f l ow of
communication?

Communication takes place at different
levels and in different directions. Flow of
communication refers to the directions in
which communication travels within an
organization. The flow may be upward,
downward horizontal or diagonal.
W h a t  i s  m e a n t  b y  I n t e r n a l
Communication?

Internal Communication is also called
inside the organization communication. It
takes place within the organization and is
d i r e c t l y  r e l e v a n t  t o  a c h i e v i n g  t h e
organization's operational goals.
Define External Communication.

External Communication is also called
outside the organization communication. It is
the communication that is held by an
organizat ion with people outside the
organization in an effort to accomplish its
work goals.
Briefly describe the importance of
communication.

Communication is fundamental to all
working re lat ionships.  Without i t  no

organization can exist. It is in fact the
nervous system of an organization that
funct ions  a t  d i f ferent  leve ls  toward
accomplishment of successful business
transactions through effective exchange of
ideas and information.
Name the steps/stages involved in the
process of communication.

The process of communication takes
place in different steps. The steps are:
 (1) Stimulus/Context Stage (2) Ideation
Stage (3) Encoding or Symbolizing Stage (4)
Transmission Stage (5) Decoding Stage (6)
Action/Reply Stage.
N a me  t h e  E l em e n t s / F a c t o r s  o f
communication process.

There are mainly five elements/factors of
the process of communication. They include:
(1 )  Sender/Encoder (2)  Message  (3)
Channel/Medium (4) Receiver/Decoder (5)
Feedback/Response.
What is meant by Miscommunication?

Miscommunication means the difference
between the meanings of the sender and the
receiver. Miscommunication occurs because
of the barriers of communication.
What  are the  chief  barr iers  to
communication?

Chief barriers to communication include:
(1) Noises, (2) Difference in Understanding
Levels, (3) Difference in Perceptions of
Real ity ,  (4)  Difference in Values and
Attitudes, (5) Difference in Social and
Cultural Behavior, (6) Emotional States, (7)
Gender Differences, (8) Stereotyping, and (9)
Lack of Harmony.
What are the general principles of
writing?

The principles of writing are also called
the 7 C's. They are: (1) Completeness, (2)
Conc i seness ,  (3 )  Cons ide ra t ion ,  (4 )
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Concreteness, (5) Clarity, (6) Courtesy and (7)
Correctness.
What is meant by 'You Attitude' ?

By 'You Attitude' we mean that the writer
of a message should have a consideration for
his reader too. It is extremely important that
the writer preparing a message should keep
visualizing the reader and his problems,
needs, desires, etc.

Contents of Business
Communication

Name the Essential Parts of a business
letter.

The Essential Parts of a business letter
are: the Heading, the Date, the Inside
Address, the Salutation, the Body, the
Complimentary Close, and the Signature.
What are the Non-Essential Parts of a
business letter?

The Non-Essential Parts of a business
letter are: the Reference Line, the Attention
Line, the Subject Line, the Identification
Line, the Enclosure Line, and Carbon
Copies.
Def i n e  v er ba l  a nd  n on - ver ba l
communication.

Verbal means pertaining to or associated
with words. Verbal  communication is
unwritten communication that expresses an
idea orally in spoken form. Contrary to it
non-verbal communication involves neither
written nor spoken words but occurs without
the use of words, mainly through the body
language of a speaker.
Name the ch ief  component s  o f
Nonverbal Communication.

Chie f  components  of  Nonverba l
Communication include: Appearance and
Surroundings ,  Posture ,  Gestures and
Movements, Smell and Touch, Voice and
Sounds, Silence, Time and Space.
Name the main forms of business
letters.

Main forms of business letters are: (1) the
Indented Form, (2) the Semi-Block Form, (3)
the Block Form, and (4) the Full-Block Form.
The Indented Form is regarded as obsolete
and outdated when as the Full-Block Form is
accepted as the modern form and style in
writing.
Name the steps involved in planning
effective business messages.

To prepare effective business messages
the writer should: (1) Identify the Purpose of
the Message (2) Visualize and Analyze the
Audience (3) Choose Ideas (4) Collect Data
(5) Outline and Organize the Message in a
coherent way.
What are the stages of the composition
of a message?

Composition of a message should always
be divided into the three stages of: (1)
Drafting the Message, (2) Revising the
Message, and (3) Editing and Proofreading
the Message.
What are the basic organizational
plans to write letters?

There are four basic organizational plans
for writing letters. They are: (1) Direct
Request Plan (2) Good News Plan (3) Bad
News Plan (4) Persuasive Request Plan.
Direct Request and Good News Plans are
implemented under Direct Approach whereas
Bad News and Persuasive Request Plans are
implemented under Indirect Approach.
Define the plan of a Good News
Message.

All Good News, Neutral and Goodwill
Messages follow the Direct Approach
(Deductive Plan). The Direct Approach Plan
is divided into three steps, viz. Best News or
the Main Idea, Explanatory Details, and
Positive, friendly close.
Def ine the  plan of  a  Bad News
Message.

A Bad News Message always follows the
Indirect Approach (Inductive Plan) which is
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divided into a Buffer Statement, the Bad
News Statement with its explanation, and a
Friendly, persuasive close.
What is a Buffer Statement?

Buffer statement i s a  neutra l iz ing
statement. It is used to open a bad-news
message. Its purpose is to bring the reader
into a friendly state of mind so that he is not
shocked by the message that is contrary to his
expectations.
Define an Inquiry Letter.

An Inquiry Letter is the letter that aims at
seeking one or the other type of information.
The purpose of an inquiry letter is to collect
necessary information prior to embarking
upon a business venture. Letters replying
queries are also taken as inquiry letters.
Which approach is followed to write
an inquiry letter?

An inquiry letter, being a direct request
made to its reader, should always follow the
Direct Approach Plan. The objective should
be to enable the reader to immediately know
what the letter is about.
What are the main qualities of a good
inquiry letter?

An inquiry letter is the first practical step
toward the initiation of business deals. To
achieve its objective, it must have the
qualities of Brevity, Completeness, Politeness,
and Courtesy. Equally important is to reply
all queries promptly.
Define an Order Letter.

An Order Letter contains a formal
request for the supply of goods and services.
It is, in a way, a Contract of Purchase and
Sale between the buyer and the seller.
What are the Essentials of an order
letter?

An order letter must mention:  (1)
Identification of the goods ordered (2)
Quantity of the goods (3) Time and place of
delivery (4) Mode of transport (5) Method of
payment (6) Special instructions, if any.

What are the principles of making a
good order?

The sender of an order should be direct
and methodical. He should include in the
order all its essential requirements. Finally, he
should take a critical review of the order
before it is mailed.
Define Acknowledgement Letter.

Acknowledge means to report the receipt
of. An acknowledgement letter is, therefore, a
response message which thankfully states to
the sender that his letter/consignment has
been received. Acknowledgment letter is
usually sent to the sender of an order to
confirm its receipt and subsequent execution.
Define Execution Letter.

It is the letter that is sent to the buyer
informing him that his order has been filled
and the goods ordered have been shipped.
An execution letter is usually made through a
forwarding note addressed to the sender of
the order, and is accompanied by the
dispatch invoice.
What is  the dif ference between
cancellation and refusal of an order?

Cancellation of an order is done by the
sender of the respective order. It happens as
and when a buyer, after placing the order,
wants to get his order cancelled because of
any reason. Cancellation of an order can be
requested only before its execution. Contrary
to a cancellation, refusal of an order is made
by the person or the organization that
receives the order. It is made as and when the
seller is unable to fill the order because of any
reason.
What is a Complaint/Claim Letter?

There are occasions when a customer or a
bus iness  house  fee l s  d isp leased and
dissatisfied on one or the other account. The
letter that a customer sends to the other party
to make a complaint or to file a claim is
known as a Complaint/Claim Letter.
What are the principles of writing an
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effective complaint?
The writer of an effective complaint

should: (1) Follow the Direct Approach Plan
(2) Begin with a straight forward statement of
the problem (3) Explain the problem
skillfully (4) Provide necessary back up (5)
Avoid being negative and threatening (6)
Make a polite request for the desired
adjustment.
Define an Adjustment Letter.

An Adjustment Letter is the letter that is
written by a business house in response to a
customer's complaint. An adjustment letter
has to achieve the double purpose of
satisfying the customer and safeguarding the
interest of the business house.
What points should be borne in mind
while writing an adjustment letter?

The writer of an adjustment letter should:
(1) Answer the complaint promptly (2) Show
an understanding of the customer's problem
(3) Tell the customer in exact words about his
decision (4) Avoid being negative.
Which are the possible situations that
ask for adjustments?

There are four possible situations that ask
for adjustments. They are: (1) When the seller
is at fault (2) When the buyer is at fault (3)
When a third party is at fault (4) When the
seller and the buyer are equally responsible.
Define a Sales Letter.

A Sales Letter is the one that is written to
sell goods, services or ideas. It can be defined
as a message written to create a desire in the
reader to buy an offer of sale.
Define Solicited and Unsolicited Sales
Letters.

Solicited Sales Letters are the ones that
are written in response to inquiries related to
sales. On the other hand, Unsolicited Sales
Letters are the original sales messages
initiated by sellers to sell or to promote sales
of their goods, services or ideas.
Name the pre-writing planning steps

of a sales letter.
The pre-writing planning steps of a sales

letter are-(1) Gathering facts about the
product (2) Considering the readers & the
mailing list (3) Deciding on purpose (4)
Choosing ideas, and (5) choosing a format &
approach.
Define AIDA Plan of a sales letter.

AIDA Plan of sales letters stands for four
functions viz. (1) Attracting the reader's
Attention (2) Arousing the reader's Interest
(3) Creating Desire and convincing the reader
(4) Stimulating Action.
What is the chief point of distinction
between a Sales Letter and a Sales
Promotion Letter?

A Sales Letter conveys a sales message
and is written with the expressed desire to sell
something whereas a Sales Promotion Letter
aims at creating business opportunities
through goodwill.
Define Credit Letters.

In terms of trade, credit is defined as 'a
promise for future payment.' Credit requests
are made and credit lines are either granted or
refused. Credit Letters are thus the letters
that are written to handle credit matters.
What are the different types of credit
letters?

Keeping in view the process followed to
decide credit matters, credit letters can be
classified as: (1) Letters seeking credit lines
(2) Let ters  exchanged to seek credi t
information (3) Letters granting credit (4)
Letters refusing credit.
Define Collection Letters.

Collection Letters are also termed as
Dunning Letters. They are sent to defaulting
customers to remind them to pay their
outstanding dues. The chief end of a
collection notice is the recovery of a past due
account.
Define the Three-fold Purpose of
collection messages.
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The Three-fold Purpose of collection
messages includes: (1) Collecting outstanding
dues from defaulting customers (2) Retaining
the  customers (3) Bui lding customer
goodwill.
What is meant by the Collection
Series?

Collection Series comprises the notices
that are sent to defaulting customers in
different stages. A Collection Series is usually
spread over three stages, viz. the Reminder
Stage, the Discussion Stage, and the Urgency
Stage.
Name the  factors  of  success fu l
collection messages.

Success in collecting overdue accounts
depends largely on three factors. They are: (I)
Understanding of human nature (2) Choice
of collection appeals (3) Knowledge of the
collection policies and laws.
Name the Collection Appeals used in
collection messages.

Two types of appeals are used in writing
collection messages. They are: Positive
Appeals and Negative Appeals. Positive
Appeals include Appeal to Cooperation,
Appeal to Fair play and Justice, and Appeal
to Pride. Negative Appeals include Appeal to
Self-interest and Appeal to Fear.
What is a Resume and what are the
key-characteristics of a good Resume?

A Resume is  a  s tructured wri tten
summary of a candidate's personal particulars,
his education, and employment background
and job qualifications. A good Resume
should have the qualities of Neatness,
Simplicity, Accuracy, and Honesty.
What are Official Letters and their
main types?

Official Letters are the ones that are
written in connection with some official
matters. They generally include: (1) General
Official Letters (2) Demi-Official Letters (3)
Memorandums (4 )  Not i f i c a t ions  (5)

Endorsements (6) Circular Notices (7)
Official Applications.
What is Postscript?

Postscript is the additional note of
information which is- appended at the end of
a letter after the writer's signature. It
comprises such information as occurs in the
mind of the writer after the letter has been
completed.

Contents of Business
Report

Define a Business Report.
A Business Report is a document in

which a given problem or situation is
discussed, examined and analyzed for the
purpose of reaching findings, drawing
conclusions, and making recommendations
for the benefit of its reader.
What are the main kinds of business
reports?

Business reports are broadly divided into:
Oral Reports and Written Reports. Written
Reports are either Routine Reports, or
Special Reports. Special Reports are further
classified as Short or Informal Reports, and
Long or Formal Reports.
What is the standard pattern of a short
report?

The mechanical structure of a short
report resembles the pattern on which a letter
is written. A short report is usually arranged
in the order of its Terms of Reference,
Procedure, Findings and Conclusion, and
Proposals and Recommendations.
How does a long report differ from a
short report?

Unlike a. short report which is structured
on the pattern of a letter, a long report is
much more formal and detailed in its form
and contents. A long report focuses every
relevant aspect of the problem, and is usually
prepared by highly specialized experts.
What is a Letter of Authorization?
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A Letter of Authorization is the letter
that authorizes the writer to prepare a report.
It is usually reproduced in its original form
and contents. The objective of this letter is to
maintain authenticity of the document.
What is a Letter of Transmittal?

A Letter of Transmittal contains the
message that conveys a report from its author
to the reader. It may sometimes include
acknowledgement by the writer of the report
t o  t h e  p e o p l e  w h o  h e l p e d  h i m  i n
accomplishing his task.
What is meant by Appendix?

Ap p en d i x  i s  t h e  c o l l e c t i o n  a nd
production of supplementary material given
at the end of a report. It contains information
which is relevant to the subject but not
included in the report.
What is Bibliography?

Bibliography contains a reference to the
books, magazines, journals, and other such
published sources which the author benefited
from to prepare his report.
What is Index?

Index is a kind of guide for the reader. It
lists alphabetically important words, terms,
names, etc. used in the report, with their
respective page numbers.
What are the main qualities of a good
report?

A good report has the qualities of: 
(1) Completeness and Conciseness 
(2) Correctness and Concreteness 
(3) Consideration and Courtesy 
(4) Clarity 
(5) Logical  arrangement of ideas and
Objectivity 
(6) Comprehensiveness.

Contents of Market
Report

What is a Market?
In the most general sense a market is a

place where goods, commodities, or services

are offered for sale. It may be an open place,
a shop, a building, or any other premises
which is meant for carrying out trade and
commerce activities.
What is an Economic Market?

An Economic Market refers to an
economic activity which is carried out by the
availability of a commodity or commodities,
and their buyers and sellers in an air of free
and direct competition.
What is Invoice?

Invoice is a commercial document issued
by the seller/supplier to the buyer demanding
payment from him on account of the goods
supplied or the services rendered. It mentions
the list of the goods shipped or the detail of
the services rendered with an account of the
chargeable costs either on cash or on credit
basis.
What are the main types of markets?

Markets are broadly classified as: (1)
Capital Markets and (2) Commodity Markets.
Capital Markets include Money Markets,
Foreign Exchange Markets and Stock
Exchange Markets, whereas Commodity
Marke t s  r e f e r  to  P roduce  Marke t s ,
Manufactured Goods Markets and Bullion
Markets.
What is a Market Report?

A Market Report is an index of the
business conditions prevailing in a market
during a specific period of time. It reflects
the general state of business in the market for
which it is prepared.
What are the different kinds of Market
Reports?

Market Reports cover business activities
spread over a particular period. The different
kinds of Market Reports are: (1) Daily Market
Reports (2) Weekly Market Reports (3)
Monthly Market Reports (4) Quarterly,
Half-Yearly and Annual Market Reports.
What is the meaning and importance
of Market Terms?
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The market jargon is noticeably different
from p la in  express ions .  I t  re fers  to
specialized terminology used to denote
different aspects of a market. In absence of
knowledge of market terminology, one
remains unable to interpret a market correctly
and meaningfully.

Contents of
Presentation

Describe Oral Presentation.
Oral Presentation is opposed to written

messages. It is the face-to-face interaction of
a responsible business- executive with his
audience. It may be a short talk or a long
speech, rendered to serve some business
purpose. Long presentations include: General
Reports, (2) Community Goodwill Speeches
and (3) Instructional Speeches.
What methods are generally used by
speakers to make oral presentations?

There are four methods to make oral
presentations. A speaker may choose the one
that suits him. The methods are :  (1)
Extemporaneous Method (2) Manuscript
Reading Method (3) Memorization Method
(4) Impromptu Method.
What are the main oral requirements
of a speaker?

The oral requirements which a speaker
should consider while making an oral
presentation are his Pitch of Voice, Pace of
Speech, Volume of Voice, Vocal Quality, and
Pronunciation.
What are the physical requirements of
a speaker?

A good speaker must keep in mind that
along with his vocal behaviour, his physical
behaviour also influences the audience.
Among the important aspects of physical
behaviour are his Posture, Movements,
Gestures and Facial Expressions.
What is meant by Paralanguage?

Paralanguage is what reinforces a verbal

message or an oral presentation. It includes
the body language and the volume, rate,
pitch, and quality of the voice of a speaker.

Contents of A/V Aids
What  i s  the  ma in  ob jec t i ve  o f
audio-visual aids?

The main objective of audio-visual aids is
to develop a form of speech that enables the
aud ience  to  s e e  a s  we l l  a s  to  hea r
information.
Name the important media used for
showing visual aids.

While making an oral presentation, a
speaker can use several media to show his
visual aids. Commonly used media are
Writing Boards, Film Projectors, Tape
Recorders ,  Overhead Projectors  and
Computer-mediated visual aids.
How is a good speech organized?

A good formal speech is not only
well-planned and well-prepared but is also
effectively organized. It is usually organized
in three parts, viz. the Introduction, the Body
or the Text, and the Conclusion or the Close.
Define Listening.

Listening is defined as 'a complex and
selective process of receiving, focusing,
interpreting, accepting and storing of
information.'
What is  the dif ference between
Hearing and Listening?

Hearing and Listening are tow different
things. Hearing is just the receiving of
sounds. Listening, on the other hand, is the
intelligent hearing of a voice or speech.
Name the common faults of listening.

Most common faults of listening are: (1)
Prejudice against the speaker, (2) External
Distractions,  (3)  Thinking Speed,  (4)
Premature  Eva lua t ion ,  (5 )  Semant i c
Stereotype, and (6) Monotonous Delivery.
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Golden Words
1. Be hones without the thoughts of hell

or heaven.
2. Shine like a star in the field of

education.
3. The real beauty is the beauty of soul.
4. I cannot change the direction of the

wind but I can always adjust my sail to
much my destination.

5. Remember that the most beautiful
things in the world are the most
useless.
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